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This paper reports on the feasibility of locating microcracks using multiple-sensor measurements of the acoustic emissions (AEs)
generated by crack inception and propagation. Microcrack localization has obvious application in non-destructive structural
health monitoring. Experimental data was obtained by inducing the cracks in rock specimens during a surface instability test,
which simulates failure near a free surface such as a tunnel wall. Results are presented on the pair-wise event correlation of the AE
waveforms, and these characteristics are used for hierarchical clustering of AEs. By averaging the AE events within each cluster,
“super” AEs with higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) are obtained and used in the second step of the analysis for calculating the
time of arrival information for localization. Several feature extraction methods, including wavelet packets, autoregressive (AR)
parameters, and discrete Fourier transform coeﬃcients, were employed and compared to identify crucial patterns related to P-
waves in time and frequency domains. By using the extracted features, an SVM classifier fused with probabilistic output is used to
recognize the P-wave arrivals in the presence of noise. Results show that the approach has the capability of identifying the location
of AE in noisy environments.
1. Introduction
Rapidly changing environmental conditions and harsh me-
chanical loading are sources of damage to structures. Result-
ing damage can be examined based on local identification
such as the presence of small cracks (microcracks) in a com-
ponent or global identification such as changes in natural
frequency of the structure. Continuous health monitoring
process may involve both global and local identification.
Generally, local damage, such as cracks in critical compo-
nents, is inspected visually. This type of inspection is slow
and prone to human error. Therefore, automated, fast, and
accurate techniques are needed to detect the onset of local
damage in critical components to prevent failure.
In this scheme, nondestructive testing and monitoring
should be employed so that the damage can be inferred
through analysis of the signals obtained from inspection.
Acoustic emission (AE) events can serve as a source of
information for locating the damage, particularly as caused
by the initiation and propagation of microcracks [1–3]. The
spatial distribution of AE locations can provide clues about
the position and extent of the damage [4]. In practice, the
location of AE is estimated from the primary wave (P-wave),
the first part of the signal to arrive at the sensor (see
Figure 2(c)). However, the use of AE waveforms is often
obscured by noise and spurious events, which may cause
misinterpretation of the data. Even in controlled laboratory
settings, it is diﬃcult to account for all the sources of noise.
Therefore, an AE system that automatically “learns” crucial
patterns from the total AE data, as well as particular P-wave
arrivals, may provide clues for distinguishing between real
events and extraneous signals, thus improving the spatial
accuracy of AE locations and reduce false alarms. Accurate
detection of these events with appropriate signal processing
and machine learning techniques may open new possibilities
for monitoring the health of critical components; this oﬀers
the possibility for raising alarms in an automated manner if
the degradation of structural integrity is severe.
In this paper, we describe a novel combination of signal
processing and machine learning techniques based on hier-
archical clustering and support vector machines to process
multi-sensor AE data generated by the inception and prop-
agation of microcracks in rock specimens during a surface
instability test. The eﬀectiveness of the approach is validated













Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the signal processing and classification system. The AE signals were preprocessed with a median filter. In
the following step they are grouped with a hierarchical clustering procedure. An averaging step was implemented in each cluster to improve
the SNR. This is followed by a feature extraction procedure in time and frequency domains. On the test data, the feature extraction and
classification steps were executed when the signal envelope exceeded a predefined threshold. The TOA is calculated by detecting the P-waves
with an SVM classifier.
by laboratory-based experimental results. Fundamental to
the proposed technique is experimentally observed highly
correlated AE waveforms that are generated by the propa-
gation of microcracks [3]. A similar phenomenon was also
reported in [5] by exploring the use of coherence functions
in the frequency domain. Thus, the signal processing frame-
work we present in this study focuses on the capture and
processing of such correlated events as representing signals
of interest for damage localization. The correlated nature
of these events is expected to be diﬀerent from extraneous
interfering signals within the same measurement bandwidth
that may be generated by other mechanisms with random
characteristics. Several features were extracted from time and
frequency domain using autoregressive modeling, wavelet
packets (WP), and discrete Fourier transform. These features
were used in conjunction with a maximum margin support
vector machine (SVM) classifier coupled with probabilistic
output [6] to recognize the P-waves in the presence of
noise for accurate time of arrival (TOA) calculation. The
classification step is followed by the use of TOA information
of the identified waves of interest for estimating the location
of the microcracks. The feasibility of the proposed techniques
in determining the location of a fracture is presented by
examining AE events recorded by eight sensors attached
to a structure with localized microcracks. A block diagram
summarizing the overall signal processing system is given in
Figure 1.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In the next section, the experiments and the AE data sets
recorded from two specimens during controlled failure tests
are described. Next, the signal preprocessing techniques used
for enhancing the measured AE signals in the presence of
noise and data acquisition imperfections are presented. This
is followed by a description of a novel hierarchical clustering
technique to group the AE events. The feature extraction
and machine learning techniques for detecting P-waves are
described in Section 4. Finally, the experimental results on
the spatial distributions of AE events are provided and
compared to the actual fracture locations.
2. Acoustic Emission Recordings
AE events were recorded during a surface instability test
that is used to examine failure near a free surface such as
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Figure 2: (a) Experimental setup for recording the AE events in
a surface instability test. (b) Coordinate axes of the setup. (c) AE
event recorded from the first sensor that triggers the data acquisition
process. The P-wave is indicated with an arrow; it is the first
component that arrives at the sensor and used for time of arrival
detection.
is given in Figure 2. A prismatic rock specimen, wedged
between two rigid vertical side walls and a rigid vertical rear
wall, is subjected to axial load applied in the Y-direction
through displacing rigid platens. The specimen is supported
in the Z-direction such that compressive stress is generated
passively. The rear wall in X-direction ensures that the lateral
deformation and failure (cracks) were promoted to take place
on the front, exposed face of the specimen.
Four acoustic emission (AE) sensors were attached to the
exposed face using cyanoacrylate glue, and their positions
(x, y, z) were measured. Four other AE sensors were fas-
tened to the side walls of the apparatus. The AE data were
collected with high-speed, CAMAC-based data acquisition









































Figure 3: Original signal on (a) corrupted with spikes. At (b), the corrected signal with a median filter.
equipment, consisting of four two-channel modular tran-
sient recorders (LeCroy model 6840) with 8-bit analog to
digital converter (ADC) resolution and a sampling rate of
20 MHz. The data acquisition system was interfaced with
eight piezoelectric transducers (Physical Acoustics model
S9225), and eight preamplifiers with bandpass filters from
0.1 to 1.2 MHz and 40 dB gain were used for conditioning the
raw AE signals. The frequency response of these transducers
ranged from 0.1 to 1 MHz, with a diameter of approximately
3 mm. All channels were triggered when the signal amplitude
exceeded a certain threshold on the first sensor. This sensor
is referred to as the “anchor” sensor. AE data were acquired
in a more or less continuous fashion until 128 Kbytes of
a digitizer memory were filled; then the AE data were
transferred to the host computer, with approximately four
seconds of downtime. The entire waveforms were stored
automatically and sequentially with a time stamp. This
experiment was repeated twice using two very similar rock
specimens with dimensions of 62 mm (X) × 93 mm (Y) ×
80 mm (Z) labeled as SR1 and SR2. A sample AE signal
recorded with the system is presented in Figure 2(c). In total,
2176 and 1536 AE events were recorded in the experiments
SR1 and SR2, respectively. This number includes both real
AE and spurious (noise) events.
Several events contained spikes (Figure 3), which prob-
ably originated from ADC sign errors. Consequently, a
median filter was employed to remove the spikes from the AE
recordings. The median filter is a nonlinear digital filtering
technique that has found widespread application in image
processing. In this study, each sample was replaced with the
median value of a window covering three pre- and post-
samples. A representative corrupted signal and median filter
output is shown in Figure 3. The median filter successfully
corrected the events with consecutive spikes.
3. Clustering of AE Events
In practice, the crack locations are inspected visually by
projecting on a plane the locations of individual AE events,
which are estimated from the TOA information at the
sensors [7]. The TOA is determined by comparing the
signal amplitude to a predefined threshold, where the earliest
arrival is due to the P-wave, as shown in Figures 2 and 4(a).
This type of method produces misleading TOA information
if the signal is noisy, which is usually the case in actual
structures. For instance, the data set we recorded contained
several records with corrupted baseline (Figure 4(b)) or
pseudo-AE events. Therefore, before applying the amplitude
threshold, the SNR of the signal was increased by capturing
correlated recordings and averaging grouped events. For
this particular purpose, a hierarchical clustering approach,
which uses the cross-correlation function computed between
diﬀerent events, was applied.
As a first step, the normalized cross-correlation function
Rxy[k] was computed for only 256 shifts between pairs of
events represented by the preprocessed signals x[n] and y[n]
acquired at the anchor sensor:
Rxy[k] = 1(N − k)σxσy
∑
n
x[n]y[n + k], |k| ≤ 256. (1)
A correlation matrix was then constructed using the
maximum value of the absolute cross-correlation function
between all event pairs. The lag indices of maximum
correlation between paired events were saved to align the
associated events in further steps of the analysis. The
correlation matrices of the two data sets are shown in
Figure 5. These correlation matrices were used to build a
hierarchical cluster [8]. The average linkage method was
used to build the dendrogram, which represented the nested
correlation structure of all AE events. The dendrogram was
cut at level 0.2 in order to cluster those events that have
average cross-correlations equal or larger than 0.8. At this
level, 105 and 80 clusters were obtained with two or more
members for SR1 and SR2, respectively.
AE events related to a particular cluster with four
members are shown in Figure 5. This step was followed by
computing the averages of each cluster to obtain “super”
AE signals. In this scheme, averaging is expected to reduce
the uncorrelated noise in comparison with the repetitive
AE signal component across the records of a given cluster,
resulting in an amplitude SNR increase of at best
√
C, where
C is the number of events in a cluster. A similar approach
has been utilized for processing gene expression profiles in
[9]; it has been shown that averaged gene expression data
within clusters have more predictive power than those from
individual gene expressions. Thus, by increasing the SNR of
the waveforms, AE locations will be more accurate.


























































Figure 4: Sample AE recordings. (a) High SNR with clear baseline. (b) Corrupted baseline. (c) Pseudo-AE (noise).
In order to improve the amplitude SNR by a factor of
two or more, clusters with at least four members were used
in estimating the location of AE. Those clusters with large
numbers of members increase the reliability of the location
estimation step. We emphasize that the key assumption here,
and one that has been observed experimentally, is the very
low likelihood that, in practice, noise will also be highly
correlated across multiple measurement records. Hence, it
is expected that highly correlated signals (events) can only
originate from a source such as microcracks.
4. P-Wave Detection with SVM
The spatial distribution of AE is estimated from the TOA
information, which is extracted from the waveforms. The
detection of P-waves by a using simple threshold becomes
diﬃcult in the presence of noise or local peaks in the data.
With lower amplitude thresholds, the rate of false positives
(FP) increases rapidly due to the noise in the baseline.
Increasing the amplitude threshold may cause a decrease in
false positive along with the true positive (TP) rate. Con-
sequently, an intelligent algorithm is needed to distinguish
between real and pseudo-P-waves (noise). In this paper, the
use of a maximum margin classifier using input features
extracted from time and frequency domain analysis of the
AE data was investigated for the detection of the P-waves.
In order to determine the TOA accurately, the time and fre-
quency domain properties of the AE data in short windows
around the P-wave arrival were examined. The energy of P-
waves was generally found to be located in lower frequency
bands. This wave was followed by large oscillations with
similar spectral characteristic (the 1st row in Figure 6(a)).
Sample waveforms and spectra related to a typical P-
wave (center frame in the 1st row, Figure 6(a)) and those
windows preceding and following this wave are presented
in frames 1 and 3 in Figure 6(a). The same analysis related
to a segment that may be recognized as a pseudo-P-
wave is also given (Figure 6(b)). It is observed that the
pseudo-P-waves were not followed by large oscillations.
In addition, their frequency spectrum indicates that these
waveforms had a certain amount of energy in mid-frequency
bands. In the following, we describe three approaches
for determining features to be used in a classifier. The
identification of the features was implemented on a training
set by selecting around 20 multichannel “super” AE events
from each data set. The eﬀectiveness of these features and
their combinations are examined on testing datasets in
Section 5.
4.1. Discrete Fourier Transform-Based Features. Based on the
above observations on the frequency characteristics of P-
waves and noise and within the spirit of [10], so-called
Mel Scale, subband energy features were extracted from
the spectrum of each time window using a fast Fourier
transform. A Blackman-Tukey window was used during the
estimation of spectra of segments. In total, five subbands
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Figure 5: Correlation matrices of (a) SR1 and (b) SR2. (c) Overlap plot of AE events related to a particular cluster with four members.
were extracted. The widths of the subbands were not uniform
and had a dyadic structure. The lowest two bands had the
same bandwidth, and the following subbands were twice as
wide as the preceding subbands. This setup focused more on
the lower frequency bands since the energy of the signal was
concentrated in this range. By concatenating the Mel Scale
subband features from all three windows, a 15-dimensional
feature vector was constructed. Generally, the noise (pseudo-
P-waves) had jagged spectra. In contrast, the spectra of the
P-waves were smooth. The variance of the derivative of the
spectrum of each time window was also computed as another
feature to capture this diﬀerence.
4.2. Discriminatory Wavelet Packet Analysis-Based Features.
In addition to the energies computed in predefined Mel
Scale subbands, we also considered selection of the subbands
adaptively with a discriminant wavelet packet (WP) analysis
technique [11]. In more detail, the signals belonging to
noise and P-waves are decomposed into WP coeﬃcients
over a pyramidal tree structure. In the following step, the
expansion coeﬃcients at each position in the tree structure
are squared and averaged within each class. Then a Euclidean
distance between the averaged expansion coeﬃcients of noise
and P-waves were computed at each node of the WP tree.
The corresponding binary tree structure was pruned from
bottom to top to select the most discriminatory frequency
subbands. This is achieved by comparing the estimated
distance of the children and mother nodes. The energy, in
each selected band, is used as a feature for the recognition
of P-waves. The reader is referred to [11, 12] for a detailed
description of discriminatory wavelet packet analysis and
its derivations. Since short data segments are inspected, we
used a four-tap Daubechies wavelet filter while analyzing
the signals. A tree depth of four was selected, where in
the finest level the available bandwidth was divided in 16
subbands. In Figure 7, we present the selected WP subbands
for the datasets SR1 and SR2, respectively. We note that
the obtained segmentations were somewhat similar in both
datasets. Wider subbands were selected in the left window
preceding the P-wave. We note that the entire high frequency
6 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing

























































































































Figure 6: (a) Waveforms and log power spectra of 64-sample long time window preceding the P-wave, centered around P-wave, and a 128-
sample long window after the P-wave; (b) Raw data and spectra of noise segments that may be recognized as a pseudo-P-wave.
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Figure 7: The WP subband tiling for datasets SR1 (a) and SR2 (b). Each selected subband is weighted with the corresponding log scaled
Euclidean distance between classes. The darker nodes have higher discrimination power.
band was selected as one feature in the left window. The
discriminative power of the high band in the left window
was higher than the high subbands in the center and right
windows, whereas the discriminatory power of the center
and right windows in lower bands were much higher than
the left window. Interestingly, finer levels were selected in the
center and right windows.
4.3. AR Model-Based Features. The AE data were also
analyzed in the left, center, and right windows using an
autoregressive model. Since the P-waves and oscillations
following them are more structured, it is expected that the
AE waveforms can be well predicted by a linear combination
of the past samples. However, for noise, such a prediction is
expected to fail due to the lack of correlation and/or structure
between consecutive samples. With this motivation, the pre-
diction error of the AR (alternatively the linear predication)
model was used in each time window as another feature for
detecting the P-waves. Prior to employing the AR modeling
in each window, the data were normalized to zero mean and
unit variance in order to eliminate the energy diﬀerences
between diﬀerent events. Since short data segments are
analyzed, the order of the AR model was investigated with
a corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) of [13],
AIC = −2 log(e) + 2p,




N − p − 1 ,
(2)
where p is the model order, N is the sample size, and e is
the prediction error of the model. The AICc has a second-
order correction for small sample sizes. As the number of
samples gets large, the AICc converges to AIC; therefore,
it can be employed regardless of sample size [13]. In Figure 8,
we present the averaged AICc of both datasets SR1 and SR2
computed in all windows. The AICc criterion indicated a
model order between 6 and 8. To obtain an idea about the
discriminative power of the selected model order, the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves computed on the
training data were also constructed in these three consecutive
time windows for each model order. The area between
the ROC curve (AUC) and the diagonal, no decision,
line was used as a measure to quantify the discrimination
performance of the extracted features. We also inspected
change in discriminatory information as a function of model
order in each analysis window (see Figure 8(b)). However,
the AUC plot suggested lower model orders, where the
model order of p = 6 provided maximum discriminatory
information.
The ROC curves of diﬀerent time windows for both
datasets are given in Figure 9. It was observed that the area
under the curve was the maximum in the time window
following the P-wave. This was followed by the window
covering the P-wave. Specifically, the prediction error of the
model was smaller in the last two windows for real P-waves
and provided better discrimination. This is an expected
outcome since the signals in these windows have higher SNR
and are more structured compared to the signals in the first
window.
For each time point, computing the features described
could be a demanding process. To reduce the number of
candidate time points that need to be tested for P-wave
arrival, first the signal was normalized, and then the envelope
of the signal was computed with the Hilbert transform.
When the envelope of the signal exceeded a predefined
threshold, and then that time point was tested for P-wave




































Figure 8: (a) The corrected Akaike Information criterion is computed for both datasets SR1 and SR2 and then averaged. The AICc criterion
indicated a model order between 6 and 8, where the minimum was at p = 8. (b) ROC curve related to prediction error of the AR model on
the training data was computed in the center and right windows and averaged over both datasets SR1 and SR2.




























































































Figure 9: The ROC curves related to the model order p = 6 computed on the training data in the left, center, and right windows. Note that
the discrimination in the center and right windows is better than the left window.
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arrival, it was found that a threshold value of 0.5 was
good enough to determine most of the P-waves. The feature
vectors for each method presented above were individually
fed into a linear support vector machine classifier for the
final decision [6]. The main motivation for using an SVM
classifier is based on its robustness against outliers and
its generalization capacity in higher dimensions, which is
the result of its large margin. Furthermore, the output
of the SVM classifier was postprocessed by a sigmoid
function to map the SVM output into probabilities. This
was accomplished by minimizing the cross-entropy error
function as suggested in [14]. By using this procedure, we
were able to assign posterior probabilities to SVM output
which is later used as a confidence level to detect P-
wave arrival. The SVM classifier was trained by selecting
around 20 multichannel “super” AE events from each data
set. Since each event includes AE data from 8 channels,
this resulted in 160 P-waves to be tested in each dataset.
This number included those clusters with low number of
members. However, due to poor SNR, we were unable to
visually identify the location of all P-waves in these data
sets. Consequently, we selected those events which have a
visible P-wave. The training feature vectors for P-waves and
noise sets were constructed from this subset by manually
marking the P-wave arrivals and noise events that exceeded
the predefined threshold in each channel. The numbers of
visually identified P-waves were 100 and 78 in datasets SR1
and SR2, respectively. The numbers of noise events were 155
and 162 for SR1 and SR2, respectively. The SVM classifier
was trained on the features using the data set of one of
the experiments and applied it on the other dataset. In this
way, it was guaranteed that no test samples were used in
training the classifier. In addition, using such a training
strategy, it was investigated whether both data sets share
similar patterns. The success of such a strategy can also
validate the generalization capability of the classification
system constructed.
5. Results
As a first step, on each training set, the decision character-
istics of the SVM classifiers were examined by visualizing
the ROC curves related to their outputs. We individually
investigated the ROC curves of each feature extraction
method described above and computed the area between
the diagonal line. In addition, we also considered the
classification performance of SVM when the raw AE data
in these consecutive windows are applied. The ROC curves
related to the training data for SR1 and SR2 are depicted in
Figure 10. We note that the maximum area in both datasets
were obtained with the WP method (0.496 for dataset SR1
and 0.481 for SR2). The second most discriminative features
were Mel scale subband energies obtained with FFT (AUC =
0.489 and 0.477 for datasets, SR1 and SR2, resp.). On both
datasets, adaptive selection of frequency subbands provided
better performance. We note that the SVMs trained with 256-
dimensional raw AE data had quite poor performance, where
the AUC was 0.39 and 0.31 for datasets SR1 and SR2.
We also examined the performance of a combination
of feature sets. Interestingly, the features computed with
WP method did not provide any better discrimination
performance when they are combined with other features.
For dataset SR1, the best performance was obtained with
those features computed with WP method only. We note
that the best separation performance was obtained with the
combination of Mel Scale, AR model error, and spectrum
variance features on the dataset SR2 (AUC = 0.483). Based on
these observations, we trained the SVM classifiers either with
only WP features or with the combination of Mel Scale, AR
model error, and spectrum variance features. These classifiers
were applied on the test samples we describe below.
In this study, it is desirable to have a system with low false
positive rates since there exist several peaks in the baseline
preceding the P-waves that can be potentially recognized as a
P-wave. For this particular purpose, we used the probability
output of the SVM classifier. We only accepted those points
as P-Wave arrivals when the posterior probability exceeds a
threshold of 0.9. The threshold can also be moved to more
stringent levels. However, this may result in the classifier
missing the P-waves which will yield low TP rates. One
can also select that time as P-wave arrival point, where the
posterior probability of the SVM classifier is maximum on
the whole AE signal. However, this caused the system to miss
the P-waves and identify those regions in the post-P-wave as
they share similar characteristics. Therefore, we selected the
first point as P-wave when the posterior probability exceeded
the 0.9 threshold.
As indicated in earlier sections, the SVM classifier was
trained on the features using the data set of one of the
experiments and applied on the other dataset. Using this
strategy, we evaluated the generalization capacity of the
system on similar specimens. At this point, it is diﬃcult
to numerically quantify the classification accuracies of both
datasets due to the lack of true labels of the test data. The
true labels can be obtained by manually marking the P-waves.
However, several clusters with low number of members
had poor SNR. It was diﬃcult to visually identify the P-
waves in these records. Consequently, we elected to study
the classification accuracy on those clusters with four or
more members. The algorithm identified 13 and 9 clusters
with four or more members in the datasets SR1 and SR2,
respectively. The super AEs obtained from these clusters had
much higher SNR, and the P-waves were mostly visually
observable. We manually marked the locations of P-waves
and when the classifier identified a region in ±10 samples
around the marked location. We provided such a tolerance
region because the P-wave location was not clearly visible
on small number of records due to low SNR, and the expert
manually marked these positions as possible P-wave location.
The success of the system in recognizing the P-waves with
WP features was 97.1% when SR2 was used as training and
SR1 as testing set. While using SR1 as training and SR2
as testing set, the success on recognizing the P-waves was
94.5%. The combination of features yielded classification
accuracies of 93.3% and 94.5% using the same training
and testing procedure for these datasets, respectively. We
note that similar recognition accuracies were obtained with
10 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing




































Figure 10: The training classification performance of diﬀerent feature sets on the dataset SR1 (a) and SR2 (b). The best performance was
obtained with WP approach. The performance of the raw AE data was quite poor compared to other methods.
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Figure 11: Sample cluster average and detected arrivals from eight
sensors of SR1. TOA is marked with a vertical line on each channel.
Note that the SVM classifier was trained on SR2.
both techniques, and the performances were in accordance
with the training data characteristics. Sample TOA estimates
detected by the tuned SVM classifier for a particular cluster
are visualized in Figure 11. The horizontal dashed lines
represent the predefined threshold. Those time points, where
the envelope of the signal exceeded the threshold, were
tested for P-wave arrival. The vertical blue lines represent
the detected P-wave arrivals. Note that, although several
other time points exceeded the threshold, the algorithm
successfully eliminated them. Recall that the SVM classifiers
were trained with diﬀerent data sets. It was observed that the
SVM classifier successfully recognized the P-waves showing
that the classifier can generalize similar specimens. This may
provide great advantage in the deployment of the system in
real-life applications.
After calculating the arrival information for each sensor,
the iterative algorithm in [15] was used to estimate the
3D hypocenter of the source. For the iterative localization
method, the location errors were described by the symmetric
covariance matrix. The algorithm was executed in a two-step
procedure to improve estimation accuracy. In the first step,
the iterative method computed an optimized AE position
while the covariance matrix that contains spatial variance of
arrival times was examined. The two channels that provided
largest estimated location errors computed from residual
times were disregarded. Then, in the second step, the source
location was estimated with the remaining channels. If no
noticeable reduction was observed, the location estimation
was implemented using all available channels. With this
strategy, we evaluated arrival information from the com-
bination of AE sensors. It should be noted that the AE
location error for the iterative algorithm tested with synthetic
data is generally between 0.5 and 3.0 mm if the P-wave
arrivals can be located within ±10 samples. Figure 12 shows
the estimated locations of all clusters and those with at
least four members. In Figure 13, we present the photos of
EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing 11
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Figure 12: Estimated locations of the AE events for SR1 (first row) and SR2 (bottom row). Each blue circle represents the location of a
particular cluster. The diameter of the circle is proportional to the number of AE in the cluster: (a) The locations of all clusters; (b) the
locations of those clusters with at least four members. Note that the locations are very close to the free surface; (c) the 3D view of the
locations given in the second column.
deformed specimens. The locations were estimated using the
WP features for SR1 and combined feature set for SR2. Note
that the clusters with at least four members have an SNR that
is two times larger than individual recordings. The positions
of the AE sensors were marked with the gray squares. Each
blue circle represents the location of a particular cluster.
The size of each circle is proportional to the number of AE
events within the cluster. The locations of the AE events
were in accordance with the visible crack locations. Most of
the events were localized towards the free surface on both
specimens. Interestingly, the largest clusters were localized a
few millimeters away from the free surface, which matched
well with the observed cracks on the deformed specimens in
both tests (Figures 12(b), 13(a), and 13(b)). Several cracks
were developed on or adjacent to the frontal surface in the
X-Y plane in both tests (Figures 13(a) and 13(b)). Especially
for SR2, most clusters were located in the region of X > 45,
Y > 60, Z < 40 mm, which precisely matched with the
heavily cracked zone observed on the Y-Z plane (lower row
in Figures 12(c) and 13(c)).
The locations of all detected clusters in SR1 spread
over the specimen with a tendency towards the free surface
(Figure 12(a)). This is an expected factor since those clusters
with low number of members have lower SNR. It is also
possible to capture noise by chance with a low number of
members. In order to get around this problem, one can
construct another decision system in order to discriminate
between AE and noise. Observations indicate that keeping
















































Figure 13: (a) Photos of the observed cracks at the upper part of the free surface (X = 62 mm). (b) The observed cracks mapped onto X-Y
plane, where the free surface is on the right-hand side (X = 62 mm). Note that the cracks on SR2 sample are hairline thin. (c) Photos of the
observed cracks on the Z = 80 mm surface.
those clusters with large number of members automatically
eliminates those recordings with noise or random nature.
One can also increase the correlation threshold for identi-
fying the clusters. However, there is a chance that a high cor-
relation threshold may erase all possible clusters in the data,
where the SNR is low. On the other hand, keeping it very
low relaxes the constraints, where the chance of obtaining
clusters with noise members is increased. The threshold can
be adjusted depending on the quality of the available data.
In order to obtain an idea about the improvement in esti-
mating the location of AE with our technique, we compared
our results to the AE locations estimated using the classic
threshold algorithm. The traditional algorithm uses an
amplitude threshold method to examine P-wave arrivals. The
threshold is determined from the mean signal noise (i.e., pre-
trigger signal) plus/minus 4 times of the standard deviation
or a minimum of ±2 mV. In order to qualify the picked time
mark as a P-wave arrival, two criteria have to be satisfied.
(i) Once the signal exceeds the threshold, it has to sur-
pass the threshold at least 3 times in the subsequent
40-sample (40 × 50 ns = 2 μs) window.
(ii) After 120 samples (i.e., 6 μs) from the picked time
mark, the signal has to exceed threshold at least once.
The threshold method has been studied and proven reli-
able [16] and was chosen due to its simplicity and eﬃciency
to process thousands of AE events. In Figure 14, we pro-
vide the estimated locations with the traditional threshold
method. We note that the threshold method resulted in a
very scattered pattern of those AE events and did not provide
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Figure 14: AE locations calculated with classic algorithm on SR1 and SR2 without clustering analysis and SVM technique.
clear information on crack locations. This was due to the
raw AE signals being quite noisy and the TOA that was not
precisely detected by the simple threshold-passing criterion.
The proposed machine learning approach, however, proved
its strength and potential to filter out the noise and enhance
the SNR to correctly identify the position of major cracks.
6. Conclusions
Novel approaches based on hierarchical clustering and sup-
port vector machines (SVM) are introduced for clustering
AE signals and detecting P-waves for microcrack location
in the presence of noise. Prior to feature extraction and
classification process, spikes from the AE data are removed
by employing a median filter. Clusters of AE events are
identified by inspecting their pairwise correlation. After
identifying clusters, an averaging step was implemented
to obtain “super” AE with improved SNR. Characteristic
features were extracted from the data in time and frequency
domains to identify P-waves for time of arrival (TOA). SVM
classifiers with probabilistic outputs were trained with these
features to recognize P-waves for TOA determination. The
location of each AE cluster was estimated accordingly.
The proposed machine learning technique with cluster-
ing analysis and SVM showed that the estimated clusters
can successfully indicate the location of failure observed in
surface instability tests, in which the cracks were promoted
to occur close to the front free surface of the specimen. This
approach, compared to the classic AE algorithm that gave a
very disperse pattern and was not indicative of the region of
failure, also presents the capability of filtering noisy signals
and enhance the SNR to obtain more reliable AE cluster
locations. The preliminary results show that the method
has the potential to be a component of a structural health
monitoring system.
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